Simple and Easy.
At Zenmonics, we know self-service interactions should make your life (and your
customers’ lives) easier. That’s why our channelUNITED® Kiosk solution does the heavy

“My Bank Center

is so convenient”

lifting—so you don’t have to. Our solution is the only market solution that provides both a kiosk
and integrated channelUNITED® Banker tablet application to provide personalized Sales,
Servicing and Origination across devices and all on your branch network. Our hardware
independent solution can be deployed on any automated teller machine, allowing you to
migrate more advanced transactions as part of your branch transformation – for both staffed
and nonstaffed locations.

Challenge

Solution

Dated kiosk solutions offer the illusion of
automation without the follow-through.
Bad kiosk solutions rely on ATM network
switches or manual rekeying of data, limiting
the transaction sets and increasing costs.

You need a fully integrated platform that
can provide real-time financial and sales &
service capabilities on the kiosk. By running
on your branch network, you can remove the
limitations of dated financial networks

. Cardless banking and Pre-staged transaction support
. Ability to support both straight-through processing or assisted transactions
. Paired Banker tablet with real-time integration to all customer and
account information for personalized engagement
. Options to deploy to your legacy teller platform or channelUNITED Teller
. Configurable overrides, holds, aggregation and other compliance processing
. Deployable on leading hardware providers
Platform Highlights

®

Financial Features

. Cash Deposit
. Check Deposit
. Check Imaging
. Less Cash Deposits
. Cash On-Us Check
. Cash Transit Check
. Withdrawals
. Balance Inquiries
. Transfer Funds
. U.S. Currency Exchange
. Payments

. Cash Reserve Cash Advance
. Payment Cash Reserve &
Credit Card
. Stop Payment
. Positive Pay
. CTR Aggregation
. Overrides
. Holds
. Balancing & Settlement
. Teller Reporting

Additional Features

. Online enrollment
. Customer Contact Information
and Preferences
. Account Maintenance
. Notification Preferences
. Accounts and Account Profile
. Transaction History
. Check Image retrieval
. Statement Image retrieval
. Combine Statement
. Check Order LOC

. Check Order DDA
. Close Account
. CD Renewal
. CD Redemption
. Account Beneficiaries
. Product Knowledge Center
. Needs Assessments
. Recommended Products and Offers
. Account Opening
. Kiosk status and maintenance

The channelUNITED Kiosk solution is compatible with industry leading hardware
providers that offer in-branch kiosk configurations. These solutions include capabilities
to handle cash, coin, checks, ID scanning, NFC readers, receipt printing and secure
check printing in a variety of physical machine configurations to meet your branch or
advisory center needs.

About Zenmonics
The preeminent provider of Banking Channel software for the global financial services marketplace. We assure
financial institutions stay continuously engaged with their customers. Our channelUNITED platform provides an
open standards, core-independent, true omnichannel solution that spans all self-service and assisted channels
to meet your digital transformation needs. Zenmonics’ channelUNITED platform was purpose-built as a single
technology stack, built upon an open banking API architecture that enables it to be fintech friendly, cloud-enabled,
and continuously innovative.
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